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A Modern Hasidic Tale

l r ', r, r'rE more than forty-five years in medicine, I still feel like

, .l rrtlent struggling through a tough curriculum at a demand-

,,,1i rrniversity. The teachers are not august scholars but the

t, rtr('rlts I encounter daily. Many instruct me about the mani-

l, ,l,rtion or progress of a disease' Some provide understanding
,,t tlrc ups and downs of fickle fortune or the bad hand dealt by

,,, rnrlifferent fate. A number inform me about the ineluctable

rr.rricdies that affect nearly everyone's life. A small group of

1,.rticnts, like closely passing comets, have permanently aitered

rlr,' trajectory of mylife, the powerful gravitational field of their

l,, rsoualities displacing my own traverse into a new orbit'
l\{y most enduring memories are of illnesses that posed im-

1,,,,,sible challenges, the resulting intense human interactions,

,rr,l the enduring friendships wrought thereby. Such experi-

, n' es haye stretched me to the outermost limits and taught

rrrr' that knowledge of the human condition is not to be de-

,rr','rl from books but from intimate engagement with other

lrrrrrr;rn beings. No book knowledge equals what one may glean

tr, )r)r patients who have permitted a doctor to look deeply into

rlr, ir eyes.

l{creading the earlier chapters of this book, I am left with an

,, lring frustration at my inadequacy in communicating the

,,,rrrplexities of the healing process. I want to write, therefore,

rrr lirr-greater detail about one patient who shook me up, edu-

, ,rlccl me about issues remote from medicine, provided me with

,,,rrrsual psychologic insights' and clcePeued my art of heal-
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ing. Long ago I realized that the teaching which endurgt
memorable stories. From the haze of distant medical
memory, few facts persevere, o-ut many of the instructive
persist with diamond luster.

There is a more compelling reason for my sharing the
the patient, S.V. His story launched me into writing this
Reflecting on my relation with S.V., I realize it
caricature of the healing process. But like any good carica

it conveys a deeper truth; the seeming exaggeration and
torted perspective brings into focus what is truly relevaftt.

was seemingly a very humble and ordinary man, but he

the deepest of impressions and left me utterly rnystified
long grieving after his death. He looked puzzled when l i
cated mywish to write about him someday. ,ii

"Why about me? Do you find me so interesting? I
honored. No doubt I will be in very distinguished corti

Although I am not sure you will tell the whole truth si

have so little sympathy for my perilous state of health.tr

this conversation, however, he often urged me to tell his.*
It all began in December 7974, when my wife, Louise;

took a trip to Sicilywith a brief interlude in London to
theater and museums. I had promised Louise a real holi
of medical diversions, but during our brief stay in
was asked to consult on a most complicated and unusual
cal problem at the National Heart Hospital, and I
refuse.

The patient, S.V., had had his mitral and aortic
placed the previous year by a leading London cardiac

since then he had suffered very rapid heart action that
in intractable cardiac failure. He had engaged the best

consultant, a highly respected doyen of British cardiologl4

every conceivable measure had been tried without succe§s;

At the hospital I fbund the patient to be an

middle-aged man, short in stature, broad shouldered, and
gedly put together. A pair of slightly protruding, large

gazed out in awed astonishment from a head that
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large for his body. His derneanor conveyed childhood inno-
cence, but the voice, with a clipped British accent, was larded
with adult cynicism. He looked remarkably intact, notwith-
standing the ordeal of a year of recurrent hospitalizations fol-
lowing a grueling operation marked by numerous complica-
tions, including several small strokes. He was evidently in both
right- and left-sided heart failure, with swollen, cordlike jugular
veins and crepitation at the very lung bases. The immediate
erplanation for his difüculties was not hard to find - his heart
was in perpetual tachycxdia, racing nearly three times normal
tt a clip of r8o to 2oo beats per rninute without respite, even

during sleep.

I carefully exarnined the thick clinical chart for some clue to
account for the heart's ßbrillating at such an extraordinary
rate, but every possibility had been entertained and bizarre
diagnoses had been ruled out. In despair I let go with a con-
sultant's ploy: "If only Mr. V. were in my clinic at the Peter

llent Brigham Hospital in Boston, we would resolve the prob-
lem." The moment these words were uttered I felt ashamed at

rny stooping to such hogwash. Clearly the British cardiologist
rounding with me saw through my pretension but was too
much the English gentleman to ask precisely what I had in
mind. Even modest inquiry would have exposed this pretense

ns mere legerdemain. S.V was completef unimpressed with the
promissory note and had but one request, that I meet with his

mentor, a leading London rabbi, F.G. With some reluctance I
agreed, although I hoped that this was the first and last time I
would lay eyes on S.V., whose problem seemed insoluble.

The next day I met with Rabbi G., a distinguished-looking,
bearded man in his early seventies, impeccably attired in a long
black caftan, gracious in solicitude for my well-being. He spoke

mellifluously without a wisp of foreign accent. I asked the rabbi
how he was involved with S.V., hoping for a brief explanation.
l le warmed to the subject with zest. 'As you are the man who
will save the life of my ward," the rabbi articulated emphati
cally, "I shall begin at the very beginning.
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September first, taking a small suitcase of belongings, this slighü
boy journeyed by himself to England, arriving inlonaon ihc

would not hear of this, convinced that it wouldbe too late.

day war was declared. His family perished without a trace.,,

_ 
Being remotely related to S.V., the rabbi took charge

placed him in an orphanage outside London. In late rq;-+, S.V
contracted bacterial endocarditis engrafted on the mitral
previously scarred by rheumatic feyer.

that God did not play dice with the uniyerse. .After 
all,,,

a purpose. It is not God's will for him to die without reasou I$
this wonderful free land of England." :
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'As a boy of twelve, he already foresaw the Holocaust
extinction of the Jews. Young S. urged his parents to le
Germany while there was still time. They ignored him, but
beseeched them relentlessly. By mid-r939 the parents were
coming persuaded. Kristallnacht and mounting Nazi strictr
against Jews proved the truth of their son,s jeremiads. l
family agreed to leave Germany after the High Holidays,
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with a few milliliters of saline and inject the solution into my
ward." He reasoned that a few crystals would adhere to the glass

rnd the washout from thousands of such containers would
provide enough penicillin to save the boyt life. The doctors did
cxactly as the rabbi prescribed, and S.V. made an unprece-
tlented recovery.

S.V. remained well until r97o, when his heart valves began to
deteriorate, leading to ever more disability and invalidism. His
cardiologist urged valve replacement, but the patient demurred.
One day the cardiologist announced with pomp that the emi-
nent London surgeon Sir Donald Ross was prepared to do the
operation. S.V. was unimpressed and said that he would decide
t'or himself who was the right surgeon. Thereupon he sent
letters of inquiry to many of the great cardiac surgeons world-
wide: Michael DeBakey and Denton Cooley in Houston, Nor-
rnan Shumway at Stanford, Christian Barnard in Capetown,

lohn Kirklin in Birmingham, R. Barrat-Boyes in Auckland, and
Gerald Austen in Boston.

S.V.'s British cardiologist had suggested that none of these
eminent physicians would respond to his ignorant and arro-
gant missive, but S.V. received detailed answers from nearly all
of them. None satisfied, however, and after much thought,
deciding to have the operation in London, S.V. selected a young
and outstanding Egyptian surgeon. A year later, S.V. showed me
the responses from the cream of the world's cardiac surgeons.

Most remarkable was that each had responded not only in
substantial detail but tried to entice S.V. into becoming his
patient.

Sometime later, when I questioned S.V about his choice
of cardiologists, he explained that he had refused to accept
plastic valves in his heart, and only a very few surgeons had
expertise with tissue valves. The most competent was Barrat-
Boyes in New Zealand, which was too far away.Indeed, S.V. was
prescient; if he had had plastic valves, he would not have toler-
ated the arrhythmia. The plastic prostheses could not have
kept up with the ultra-rapid heart rates and most probably he

would have died. As for his choice of the Egyptian surgeon, S.V.

Knowing no cure for this illness, the doctors did not ex.
pect him to survive, but the rabbi did not accept their verdict
"How," he asked, .,could one make sense of this? The Lord Iü
not capricious in his actions"- a remark not unlike Einstein'h

rabbi continued, "the Lord intervened directly to spare thil
boy's life. He endowed him with immense propiretic power fW

The rabbi badgered the physicians with the same questios
over and over. 'Are you sure there is no cure for thii infee
tion?" One doctor told him that there was a new miracle drug,
penicillin, effective against endocarditis, but as the drug was ü
very short supply, it was restricted to use for military peisonneL
The rabbi inquired into the dispensation of penicillin. whcü
informed that it came bottled as a powder which was poursd
into a large container of saline solution and then administerod
intravenously, he had an inspiration. The rabbi suggested thg0
the hospital send telegrams, at his expense, to At giitish mjjl.;
tary installations, requesting the discarded bottles of penicillim,
"What shall we do with the many emptF bottles?,, asked thg
puzzled doctor. '.A11 you do," the rabbi replied., ..is rinse them
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reasoned that an Egyptian surgeon in London would have to
make damn sure that his Iewish patient survived, especially
after having been selected in preference to the distinguished sif
Donald Ross. Once again S.V. was correct. His hospital coursG
was stormy, complications stalked one another, and the cardiac
surgeon saved his life numerous times, going so far as to mov0
a cot into S.V.'s room, where he slept for several critical postop.
erative nights.

"But why have you called on me?" I asked the rabbi. Hf
indicated that S.V. had carefully researched this question, toq
and concluded that there was only one doctor in the world who
could correct his rapid heartbeat, namely, me. I persisted. ,,Ox!

what did he base this conclusion?" The rabbi became elliptical
and asked me what portion of the Torah was being read that
week. I had no idea. He elaborated. "The portion being
recounts how Joseph, not having seen his father, )acob,
twenty-two years, meets him at last. And the Torah says J
cried, but )acob was elated. Pray tell me, Docto5 why
varied responses of father and son during this joyous get-tqr
gether?"

I shrugged my shoulders, once again at a loss.
The rabbi continued triumphantly. "The Talmud provideo

profound psychological explanation. When |oseph met up wil
Iacob, he immediately realized the great wisdom of his
and he cried for the years of lost opportunity for study
growing spiritually by exposure to this sage. But Iacob, ha
cried every day over those many years for his absent ,orr, .oufi
now indulge in the joy of long-hoped-for reunion.,,

Still bewildered, I asked, "How is this relevant to me?,,
"Like |oseph, you meet up with Jacob," the rabbi replied.
"Who then is S.V? Is he some sort of Lamedvovnik?, f

asked.x

* Lamedyoynik comes from the Cabala, an ancient rabbinic teaching r

asserts that the earth is sustained by thirty-six righteous men chosen üy
In the Hebrew alphabet, letters have numeric equivalents, ,,lamed,,

sponding to "thirty" and "vov" to "six."
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"Could be, could be," the rabbi responded in a mystifring
whisper, "but we would not know iU we could not know it.
Indeed, S.V. himself would not know it. Only the Lord God
would know. Mortal human beings can never fathom those

secrets hidden away in the Zohar [the most important book of
the cabalistic movement] which sustains the universe."

Many months elapsed and I put S.V. out of my mind. I had
reasoned that he was too sick to undertake a trans-Atlantic
journey, but hadCt fully appreciated his determination. On
April r3, 1975, a London cardiologist flew with S.V. to Boston,
where he was met at the airport by a New York rabbi who
checked him into the Peter Bent Brigham. The experience of
the next several weeks was rather painful, for I still had no
solution to the problem. S.V. sat in his bed day after day, waiting
for me to perform a miracle.

He knew not a soul in Boston, had no visitors, and as a
vegetarian did not enjoy his meager hospital fare. I presumed
his dietary restriction was related to his being kosher. His only
diversion was to study the Tälmud. As S.V. wore a yarmulke, I
thought he might appreciate some spiritual consolation and
informed an orthodox rabbi of S.V.'s plight. The next day, S.V.

was incensed that I had breached his privacy. "Why do I need

these religious fanatics?" he inquired angrily. He rebuffed many
invitations from Hasidim, and though I encouraged him to
leave the hospital for a few hours now and then, he was ada-

mantly against it. I was at a loss to know what to do for him.
During S.V.'s long stay in the hospital, I began to gain some

psychologic insight into this strange character. His conversa-

tions were frequently so outlandish that I thought his tongue
permanently glued to his cheek, but S.V. rarely joked. On the
contrary, there was a brooding and morbid seriousness about
him, yet he was not depressed. He laughed readily, but with
embarrassment, as though it were sinful. He was a committed
lrypochondriac with multiple system complaints, and answer-
ing his questions was as futile a task as severing a Hydra head

- two more would sprout as soon as one had been cut off. He
had a ready smile and seemed cherubic, yet, while smiling, he
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spoke of the tragedy of his current plight. Morbidly fad
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forthcoming. Instead, with the grim visage that greeted me
elaily, S.V. stated, "I must admit nät feeling too well.,;

"Why?" I asked sternly.
"Because of my rectal itch that you have ignored for months,,

was the unexpected answer.
I was about to commit mayhem, but confined my rage to

rtalking out of the room. After several hours I returned with
rn entourage of doctors and told s.v that he was one of the
nlore ungratefrrl characters it had been my ill fortune to en-
counter. "I long ago learned in doctoring that one cannot cure
§omeone of the itch who loyes to scratch,,, I continued. ..Fur-

lhermore, many years of illness have so conditioned you to its
secondary gains that you now dread being well. you will no
longer.be able to exploit many well-meaning people with your
kvetching. Your ingratitude dwarß an Alp." And iaving let go
with the meanest diatribe I ever directedät a patient, rleft t[e
room without waiting for an alibi. The doctors accompanying
me were astonished at my outburst. They had known me to bä
diplomatic even with the most difficuli and provocatve pa_
tients. 

_Where \4ras my tact, equanimiry and charity? I could
sense them wondering.

Thefollowing day, S.V. was like a kitten. He apologized as he
recalled a somewhat similar reaction from a niitistiphysician
several years earlier. The doctor told him that he *u. ,rrrirrt.r_
ested in being further involved in s.vis care until he received a
written explanation of the reasons why s.v desired to get well,

Notwithstanding the newly won insight, and though h. *.,
now totally asymptomatic, S.V. refused to leave the hospital. He
resumed his theatrical insistence that he was a dying rnan.
Finall5 I sent a cardiac fellow to pack S.V.,s belongings and
move them to a nearbyhotel, the Childrent Inn. S.V. ,t..pirfrry
followed, protesting it tn. way that this was no way to treat a
critically ill patient.

His sojourn in Boston seemed interminable. S.V insisted on
frequent, if not daily, examinations, and a good part of my staff
seemed to be in his employ. He brought chocolates, flowers,
and perfumes to the secretaries on birihdays and in anticipa-
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tion of birthdays. He took them to the Ritz, where they dined
sumptuously. He showered some with expensive gifts. He knew
ull *y plans and prided hirnself on intimate insight into
family life. He had become a bore and a grand nuisance.

When asked his plans for returning to London, S.V. re.
sponded that this would depend on my readiness to accompany
him. I told him categorically that there was no likelihood of rny,
ever doing so. He responded philosophically that he was read;o

to wait indefinitely, and it soon dawned on me that he wag
serious. When he learned that I was to lead a cardiologic dele.
gation to Moscow, he urged me to book flights through Lon.
don. However, the trip had already been arranged through
Copenhagen, which was the assemblage point for the National
Institutes of Health-sponsored delegation. S.V. kept droning
on that London is on the way to Copenhagen, and nearly every:
other place on the globe.

I finally succumbed to his pleading, largely because of
intolerable thought that he might otherwise become a per
nent fixture in my clinic. The change of flight plans was
rassingly difficult to explain to the sponsoring agency that
picking up the tab. S.V then struck again. Once the decision
traveling through London was secure, he launched his
demand in the form of a question. "!Vhat, pray, will I be a
to do for twenty-four hours at Heathrow Airport, unless,
course, your intent is for me to desecrate the holy Sabbath?"

"What do you mean?" I asked, irritation dripping from
syllable.

He responded that since I had booked a day flight, we
be arriving Friday evening after sunset. Orthodox |ews are
permitted to travel or engage in any weekday activities for
twenty-four hours following sunset Friday, and he was
about to profane the holy Sabbath. He claimed he could
leave the airport, he could not buy food, he wasn't sure he
go to the bathroom since the toilet doors required coins, so
would be forced to sit quietly, starving throughout this
interlude. S.V. had turned my noble gesture into an i
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of flying to London, I gave in once more and rebooked us on a
night flight leaving Boston a day earlier.

On the eve of our departure, S.V was driven to Boston's

Logan Airport by the same New licrk rabbi who had accompa-
nied him to the Brigham several months earlier. The rabbi
appeared breathless and fatigued; apparently S.V. had de-

manded that theyvisit all the sights in Boston that he had so far
missed. They went to the new aquarium, where S.V. insisted
they climb to the very top rather than riding an elevator. Yet the
rabbi was filled with gratitude for the privilege of being a

sightseeing guide for the former invalid!
At the airport, Louise, mywife, took S.V. aside and suggested

that he urge me to sleep, for "Dr. Lown has been up several

nights in a row with sick patients and is bone weary." On the
contrary, he told het he planned to keep me awake the entire
flight. "Therebyi'he suggested in punctilious King's English,
"Professor Lown wili be afforded the opportunity to redress his

dereliction in answering many urgent questions about my sur-
vival so far ignored.l'He thereupon pulled out a large three-
ring,loose-leaf notebook "loaded with questions for the profes-
sor." As we were embarking, Louise informed me of S.Vis plans
for the trans-Atlantic crossing.

As soon as we were seated on the plane,I dramaticallypulled
off my wristwatch and held it close to S.V.'s eyes. "This is a stop
watch," I said, enunciating every syllable. "I am starting it
now. You have exactly one hour. If during this hour you repeat
even a single question, your inquisition will be abruptly termi-
nated."

S.V. appeared frantic. "You can't do this to me. I have waited
weeks for this occasion. One of the major reasons for our flying
together is for me to obtain answers vital for my survival. At
least you must give me two hours to reorganize my questions."
I agreed. He puttered for the two hours and when he indicated
readiness, I started the stop watch. His questions were the very
ones I had answered numerous times previously. When the
hour was up, I turned my back to him, ready at last to catch a

I'cw winks of sleep. S.V., an insomniac, was not about to be leftsacrilege. Already having yielded on the fundamental
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companionless. He tapped my shoulder and inquired whetht
was ready to vindicate the honor of the medical professioilh
does not need vindication," I replied.

S.V. persisted. "Oh yes, it does."
"How so?"
'A doctor has never defeated me in chess," S.V
"But I will;'I blustered. I had not played chess for

and rny game, neyer rrery good, was rusty. He whipped out
chess set and we began. Within thirteen moves I had
him. Claiming this was a fluke, he demanded a rematch;
agreed, and I mated him in eleven moves. When he insisted
another game, I indicated that I would savor this victory for
rest of my life and never give him the satisfaction of an
game. He responded, "It is well worth my losing to have
posed a brutal facet of your personality. You are a tiger
guised as a caring physician."

There was no longer time to catch any sleep, as the
peaked over the horizon, flooding the flight cabin with
bright morning light. The pilot announced that we would
landing at Heathrow in one hour. S.V. was wide awake and q
energetic as though he had just been roused from a
sleep. He alerted me to a new development a luncheon
been arranged for me with some of S.V.'s London physicians
the Carlton Towers at about p:3o p.M. that day. I could
bring myself to tell my supposedly disabled patient that I
too tired to join him for lunch, so I merely insisted on an hourf
postponement, to which he magnanimously agreed. He wst,
now in total command. J

At r:3o r.n., S.V. was waiting in a chauffeur-driven Bentleyhci
had hired to transport us to the restaurant. The table watl
bedecked as for a banquet with mounds of food: caviar, stur.fl
geon, fowl, beef, and other goodies, as well as wines that in"j
cluded Chäteau Mouton Rothschild and great Burgundies. Disrll
appointingly none of S.V.'s London doctors inquired how hisll
remarkable recovery had been brought about. There was greafll
interest, however, in some new technologic advances emerging I
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I t,,,rn the Brigham Hospital at the time. At the end of the

I Lrncheon, S.V. urged a walk to aid digestion' He himself had

I l,,,r"lu touched anv of the food.

I *ä walked, seemingly for hours. I felt drugged. When we

I rcached Harrod's department store, S.V.'s favorite haunt in Lon-

I ,1,,n, clerks and saleswomen greeted him warmly. They were

] ,'*ur. that he had just returned from the States and com-

I l,limented him on his robust appearance. He consistently re-

I rponded that appearances were deceptive, declaiming, like a

] rcfrain from Gi.lbert and Sullivan, "But I am a very sick man"'

I n, *. ambled through the huge department store, S.V' an-

I ,rounced loudly to everyone we met, "This is my American

I ,loctor. Professär Lown [om Harvard'" Late in the afternoon I
I *ur finallv liberated. I had been with S.V' almost continuously

I to, twentv-fou, hours. It would take me more than a week to

L"..,r"r.
I O" August ro,tg7s,S.V. wrote to me.

L
J Boston was an eye-opener and indeed most refreshing' To have

I frua the opportunity to observe you in action at close quarters,

I ,..ing a far more scientific approach to cardiology than what I

! nua become used to, leaves me standing in awe of and respect

I fo. your immeasurable accomplishments.

I f have had opportunity to observe many cardiologists in

I -, life, but never experienced the personal interest, humanity,

I and warmth which I received from you and - through your

I inno.rce - from your team. My gratitude is greater than I can

I adequately express.

I

J Earlier that Iune, he had written to my secretary.

I

Traveling back with Dr. Lown was a very nice and interesting

experience. . . . None of us got any sleep. ' . . Poor man, he really

went through a Gestapo t,?e of an interrogation, and with

nowhere to escape to. I questioned him about his family, par-

ents, uncles, brothers, wife, children, and went to his views

on religion, or lack of it, politics, where he does hold strong
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views, etc. . . . and then I made a big mistake, by asking
play chess . . . It was interesting to watch this kind and,,g(
man suddenly become transformed. . . . He plays a fast,
sharp, gambling, ruthless type of game . . .I must admit the
made mincemeat out of me.

S.V. made several trips to Boston over thirteen
required numerous adjustments in drugs, but perhapstht
reason for these costly visits was to receive counsel Än a t
personal issues. He acted like an obedient teenager q6

parental advice. Above all else, he needed assurance th
would survive. However unhesitating my encouragemd
certainty of my words dissipated over the course of
months. We conversed frequently by telephone, and, il
tried to discourage a visit, he would begin to talk of mylg
to be rid of him since his prognosis was now so bleak H
this up with increasing stridenry until I relented and aEU
see him.

I avoided informing S.V. of my visits to London,
time he found out. When he had enough advance no
would plan some lavish entertainment. Once it i
opening season of the opera, a formal and splendid oie
had a box in the royal circle close to the eueen Mothet' s
panied by Prince Charles. I later learned that this was ä
with the least expensive seats going for f,roo, then abot
S.V had booked a box with ten seats. Where he got his d
was a tightly held secret. ', )

Several times I tried to keep my secretaries in the darl
my travel plans to London or where I would be staying, t

littlegood - he always found me. I recall one night'arr-Iv

J.on!9n-an{ switching hotels at the last moment, feeling t
last S.V. had been outfoxed. On entering the room,l sarir,,
sinking feeling, a vase with elegant roses with S.V.t erudi
greeting card. Spooked, I spent a sleepless night with tho
on, fteling as though S.V. was in the room waiching me. ,;

Thirteen years after I had first encountered S.V, hE
ued, against all medical odds, to do well. His survival
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small miracle and I was mystified by it and by everything else
about him. Who was S.V.? Where did he derive his abundant
resources without ever working? \Mhy did people always come
to his rescue? What constituted his power over others? Why
were so many people deferential and fond of him? Was he
indeed a Lamedyovnik, one of the holy Thirty-six for whom
nothing was impossible?

Sometime in late lantaryry87, while hecticallypreparing for
r major trip to Moscow in FebruarS I felt compelled to write
down S.V.'s story. No sooner was it finished than I received
it telephone call from S.V.'s cardiologist in London. On Febru-
nry r, S.V. had felt unwell and experienced a high fever during
the night. He was seen immediately. There was nothing to
suggest bacterial endocarditis, but blood cultures a few days
later grew staphylococcus. He was hospitalized and promptly
started on intravenous and intramuscular antibiotics. The next
day, however, he was in septic shock and kidney failure and
required a circulatory assistance device to maintain a sem-
lrlance of blood pressure. In an emergenry heart operation, his
Egyptian surgeon found serious valve disruption from infec-
tious endocarditis. Both mitral and aortic valves were replaced
with appropriate prostheses. S.V. went off bypass readily but
then developed rapid atrial fibrillation, the very arrhythmia
that was the basis for my initial consultation. With the onset of
rapid heart action, his precarious clinical condition rapidly un-
raveled. He was given a large dose of an antiarrhythmic drug
intravenously but died almost instantly thereafter.

S.V.'s death left me with a gnawing ache, a feeling of empti-
ness, of something ill defined but essentially missing. I had lost
u point of eccentric reference that had punctuated my life with
inexplicable unpredictability and yes, security. Why, though I
was dreadfully busy in mid-|anuary, had I felt compelled to
draft S.V.'s story? Why at that time? Why could it not wait? Was
I writing because I "knew" S.V. was sick, which he must already
have been, even before he sought medical help? By writing
his story did I terminate S.Vls life, because Lamedvovniks can
never be exposed?



The Rewards of Doctoring

His life in England had ended the way it had begun,,
bacterial endocarditis. The immediate cause of death waa
controlled atrial fibrillation, the very arrhythmia that
brought us together thirteen years earlier. The number tg
holy and charged with cabalistic significance for orthodox

My secretary, who knew him well, had kept S.V. informed
my whereabouts. When I tried to talk with her about S.V.,
would only say, "He was a.r.ery mysterious man."

To this day I continue to puzzle at the seismic effect
exerted on me and others. It reflected a complex i
residing in a province where science has little dominion.
story is an example of the extraordinary relationships a
weaves with some patients and how drastically life is
transformed.

VI
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Being a Patient
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